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15 June 2018  
 
 
Dear Parents/Carers 
 
This afternoon I took a call from our uniform suppliers, Welbeck Sports – who have supplied our uniform for over 
25 years.  The manufacturer who supplies them with our 80/20% high cotton content material is no longer in 
operation.  Welbeck use this manufacturer for most of their fabric and have been unable to source another supplier 
who can provide the rich cotton contact fabric we use for our sweatshirts.  Consequently Welbeck have taken the 
decision to cease producing school uniform with immediate effect. 
 
They are actively trying to source a supplier of the high cotton content sweatshirts we like but are struggling to find 
one at an affordable price but more worryingly, in the sky blue colour of our uniform.  I am also in the process of 
trying to gather samples so that we can find an alternative supplier. 
 
To this end the stock we currently have at school is all we can provide you with AND ONCE IT’S GONE, IT’S 
GONE. 
 
This leaves us with a huge problem for September so priority will be given to those pupils coming into our 
Reception Class in September – therefore all size 24” and 26” sweatshirts and cardigans will be held in stock 
for our New Parents Meeting on 27th June and priority will be given to the new incoming pupils so you will not be 
able to purchase these sizes with immediate effect until I have found an alternative supplier. 
 
Consequently, with a new supplier there will be price changes – but I am confident that the prices will be lower as 
opposed to higher as the lesser cotton content material tends to be cheaper. 
 
Once again apologies in advance to those waiting for current sizes of uniform that are out of stock.  This is 
completely out of our control and we ask you all to bear with us whilst we seek a good quality replacement 
uniform supplier. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
Mrs L Williams 
School Office Manager 
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